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‘The remarkables on the global pursuit’
Shaziya International College, the incipient and the inimitable 
global pursue of Tirurangadi Educational and Charitable Trust 
(TECT) wafting towards the sumptuous redolence of international 
Education on its full-fledged felicity. Inclusion is only physical 
proximity, but it’s all about international thoughts to deliver. SIC 
here is going to discover the ethereal panoply of talents to lead 
the world.



S H A Z I Y A
 Mark your footsteps here…

An alluring campus that evokes the sempiternal bucolic
picturesque where the art of learning is sublime. 

The scholars here will be taken to an ecstatic world of 
knowledge where they can feel comfort and tranquility. 

Lass! you will find an ineffable silhouette specially 
crafted for you and it never dissembles you to find your destiny.



Why Shaziya 
a choice...!!! 
“Bridging with enviable fortes…”
Shaziya offers Higher Secondary Education with certificate 
course in Islamic Studies. SIC meets all requirements of 
international standards with sophisticated infrastructure to 
accommodate day scholars and boarders too.
 
We set the advanced and modern possibilities rather than the 
conventional system of education. Our education system is 
not confined inside the four walls of classrooms. Our curricu-
lum is balanced with co-scholastic activities to enhance the 
students’ intellectual, cognitive, creative, social, spiritual and 
physical aspects.

Moreover, she is secure here. Caring mentors are at her 
disposal. We always give predominant consideration to 
Islamic Education to mould a fraternity who are culturally and 
morally purified.



Let her fly….
Our mission is to empower girls by providing an international 
education, which seeks to develop their full potential and  under-
standing, respect for others, freedom of thought and expression, 
enjoyment of learning and personal responsibility with Islamic 
values.

MISSION

Educate a girl, Educate a generation…
Girls should have a space in the world with global recognition. Her 
profession and service must be valued with merits. By educating 
her, we create a community dedicated to build respectful and 
responsible citizens.

VISION



Here in SIC we are aiming at the academic results with Islamic 
values. Arduous training is extended from the well experienced 
educators at regular intervals.

If attitude and aptitude is molded in right path, it is easy to 
connect them and lead them to where they are destined. SIC will 
upgrade each student by a detailed SWOT analysis.

We should have a space in global community. We are rising the 
challenge of transforming students into global citizens who are 
well informed, concerned, reasonable and compassionate.

Fitness and motor skills play a vital role in reinforcing one’s mental 
power and better grasping. SIC gives due importance to engage the 
students in physical education for better mental health.

Aiming at the development of students in holistic personality. For 
its best creation, personality development programs incorporate 
with intensive training and workshops by experts.

SIC focuses on developing and strengthening Intelligence Quotient
(IQ), Emotional Quotient (EQ) and Spiritual Quotient(SQ) among the 
students, initiating diverse events and activities.

OUR  PHILOSOPHY OF 

EDUCATION

INTERNATIONALISM

ACADEMICS

IQ, EQ & SQ

PERSONALITY 
DEVELOPMENT

ATTITUDE AND 
APTITUDE

PHYSICAL AND
MENTAL HEALTH



Digital Language
Lab

Personal Mastery
Training

Shaz Reverbs
Campus Radio

AR 
(Augmented Reality)

 Classes

The 
uniqueness

in our

credit

Adventure Sports
Training

High End VR 
(Virtual Reality)

 Labs



With NEET /JEE 
Orientation.

Proficient trainers in
Higher Secondary as well 
as in entrance
coaching and mentoring.

With CA & CMA 
orientation.

Special training to excel 
in commerce.

Proficient trainers in
Higher Secondary as 
well as in CA & CMA 
coaching and mentoring.

With Civil Service 
Foundation orientation

Proficient trainers in
Higher Secondary a s well 
as in Civil Service
coaching and mentoring.

SCIENCE COMMERCE  HUMANITIES

 Certificate course in Islamic Studies

Streams



Beyond  
 walls4

“A calm sea does not make a skilled labour”, so our curricu-
lum is balanced with co- scholastic activities too. We need a 
young fraternity with high aspirations. Encouraging our young 
people to challenge themselves, develop skills and resilience 
that will benefit them inside and outside the classroom and 
prepare them for a future full of opportunity. 

Martial Arts
Fitness training
Yoga
Meditation
Relationship Education
Hospitality Etiquette
Social Etiquette
Meet with masters
Talk shows

Trekking
Climbing

Paragliding
Equestrianism

Wild life photography

Campus radio
Gardening
Organic farming
Culinary training

Hadith and Thafseer
Spoken Arabic
Skills in Qur’an

Hifz and prayers
Islamic excursions

INDIVIDUALISM

CULTURALISM

SPIRITUALISM

ADVENTURISM



Education for the world here and there…
To contribute morally purified and empowered young minds useful to the 
society with Islamic values, SIC has specially designed Islamic curriculum 
that comprises of five modules, Islamic Jurisprudence, Beauty of Islam in 
the light of Qur’an and Hadith, Home Science, Islamic History and Hifz. 
When we educate a girl with the background of spirituality and values, be 
sure that we are creating a generation worth for both worlds.

Spiritual Education
to attain salvation





Here... 
She must be valued... She must be recognized... She should have a space in the world here.



There...
Her thoughts must be divine... Her soul must be purified... She should have a space in the world there.



Glimps

Set her... 
We make our students emotionally, intellectually independent through Personal Mastery.



Let her... 
Personal Mastery is the process of living and working purposefully towards a vision, in alignment with 
one’s values and in a state of constant learning about oneself and the reality in which one exists. 



Global 
Exposure

We need an identity that transcends the boarders. SIC here instills a vision among our students for a 
global acceptance and career, prepare them for transitions into new environments and foster a love 
of learning that will prepare them for the challenges of an ever-changing world.We pave a path to 
reach our students to the international concerns like MIT, Oxford, Harward, Cambridge, IIUM etc.

GATEWAYS



Found... Fought...Conquered...                                   Now she holds the rein...

the SAGA
behind SHAZIYA...!!!



The first international residential girls’ campus in Kerala 
Providig value based education with adorable own  facilities 

as offered at the time of admission.

/shaziyainternationalcollege

Kooriyad,  Tirurangadi,  Malappuram,  Kerala - 676306

SHAZIYA
I N T E R N A T I O N A L  C O L L E G E

+91 9539 780 780 +91 8086 667 333

www.shaziya.in
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